
Spokesman for Revolutionary Socialist Party
in South Africa Says White “Existence Is a
Crime”
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Black First, Land First (BLF) party leader Lindsay Maasdorp, says white “existence is a
crime”. Maasdorp has come under fire in the past for his post on Facebook and Twitter
stating, “I have aspirations to kill white people, and this must be achieved!”
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Democrat Congressmen Nancy Pelosi, Chuck Schumer, Adam Schiff and Mark Warner sent a
letter to top intelligence leaders reminding them that they had agreed they “would not
provide the White House or any of the President’s attorneys with access to sensitive
information briefed to a small group of designated Members.”

Project Veritas Exposes Employee at DOJ Who
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Allison Hrabar, a paralegal at the Department of Justice and active member of the
Democrat Socialists of America, admitted using government resources to find Wiley’s
address and to run a license-plate report on his car, which is in violation of the Hatch
Act.
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If America wanted to follow Sweden’s successful turnaround, the US would need to
deregulate more markets, reform Social Security, remove all taxes on property and
inheritance, etc. [Marxists will never agree to that, even if they thought it would be
good for the economy because, to them, control over the people is more important than
prosperity.]


